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280 WONDERS OF THE TROPICS.

This man was the identical individual whom Livingstone had cured,

and who was, therefore, extremely well-disposed to the new comers. His

tribe were famous traders and travellers, who knew the country well and

widely. From the Chief of Marengas Mr. Young obtained the best

news they had yet received.

The chief informed them that he knew Livingstone quite well, as was

natural he should , seeing the doctor had tended him for so many weeks.

He said that the white man had gone away across the marshes. After

that , Musa and the Johanna men had returned , having deserted Living

stone , and were on their way to the coast.

This information , so far, tallied with news already to hand ; but the

chief declared that he had never heard of the death of Livingstone, and

the native was assured that had it occurred he must have heard of it,

considering the wandering habits of his men, and their taste for travel

ling and trading . The chief thought it most improbable that the doctor

had been killed at all in the country, and that he had not perished as

Musa had declared was already evident. Under these circumstances,

Mr. Young and his men came to the conclusion that Livingstone was

alive , though unfortunately out of reach ; that he had wandered through

territories since infested by a hostile tribe, who had destroyed the

villages.

The Babisa chief warmly dissuaded Young from attempting to follow

the doctor under such circumstances, and accordingly the “Search" ex

pedition returned to the coast, and to England, with the news that Liv

ingstone had not been murdered, as stated by Musa, but that he had

wandered away out of reach .

Another Search Fxpedition .

Although the information brought home by Young satisfied for a time

the anxiety of the English people , nothing definite had actually been

heard of the doctor since May, 1869. In 1870 , in his address to the

Royal Geographical Society , Sir R. Murchison gave hopes of the doc

tor's existence . Livingstone had been reported at Ujiji, on Lake Tan

ganyika, where he was waiting supplies. Sir Samuel Baker hoped to

find him , but this hope had no actual result, owing to geographica?

difficulties.

Sir Bartie Frere proclaimed a relief expedition. Money was eagerly

subscribed throughout the United Kingdom , and the Geographical

Society took the matter in hand for the nation . Lieutenants Dawson and

Henn were selected as the leaders , from a candidates' list of four hundred

volunteers . Mr. Oswald Livingstone went with them, but a powerful
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rival had already been despatched , and his mission was almost unknown

at first. This great rival was Henry M. Stanley , who had a tour

arranged for him in India, with instructions to swoop down on Zanzibar

and "find Livingstone."

Stanley carried out his instructions, and arrived in January, 1871 at

Zanzibar, which he found to be a much more beautiful and fertile island

than he had supposed. He soon introduced himself to Dr. Kirk, and,

without delay, set about making the necessary preparations for his jour

ney. The great difficulty was to obtain information as to the amount of

STANLEY ON THE MARCH .

food, or rather the articles for purchasing it , which would be required for

the hundred men he proposed enlisting in his service.

He had engaged at Jerusalem a Christian Arab boy named Selim , who

was to act as his interpreter, and he had also on the voyage attached to

the expedition two mates of merchantmen , Farquhar and Shaw , who

were very useful in constructing tents and arranging two boats and the

pack -saddles and packages for the journey , but who proved in other re

spects very poor travellers . He also secured the services of that now

well-known hero , Bɔmbay, captain of Speke's faithfuls, and five of his

other followers, Uledi, Grant's valet, and the blue -headed Mabruki, who

had in the meantime lost one of his hands, but, notwithstanding, was
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likely to prove useful. They were the only remains of the band to be

fo'ınd , the rest having died or gone elsewhere. These six still retained

their medals for assisting in the discovery of the source of the Nile.

Stanley Getting Ready to Start.

The boats , one of which was capable of carrying twenty people and

the other six , were stripped of their planks , the timbers and thwarts only

being carried . Instead of the planking it was proposed to cover them

with double canvas skin , well tarred. They and the rest of the baggage

were carried in loads , none exceeding sixty -eight pounds in weight.

Two horses and twenty - seven donkeys were purchased , and a small cart,

while the traveller had brought with him a watch-dog, which he hoped

would guard his tent from prowling thieves. An ample supply of beads,

cloth , and wire was also laid in , with tea, sugar, rice, and medicine. To

Bombay and his faithfuls were added eighteen more free men , who were

all well armed , and when mustered appeared an exceedingly fine -looking

body of soldiers. These were to act as escort to the pagasis, or carriers.

On the 4th of February, 1871 , the expedition was ready , and on the

5th embarked in four dhows, which conveyed it across to Bagamoyo on

the mainland . Here it was detained five weeks while its persevering

leader was combating the rogueries of Ali Ben Salim and another Arab,

Hadji Palloo, who had undertaken to secure one hundred and forty

carriers. The packages were rearranged, the tents improved, and other

necessary arrangements made.

He found here a caravan which had been despatched by the British

Consul a hundred days before to the relief of Dr. Livingstone ; but

which , its leader making as an excuse that he was unable to obtain a

fresh number of carriers , had hitherto remained inactive .

Band Music and Lively Songs.

The climate of Bagamoyo is far superior to that of Zanzibar. In its

neighborhood a French Jesuit mission has been for some time estab

lished, with ten priests and as many sisters , who have been very success

ful in educating two hundred boys and girls . The priests sumptuously

entertained Mr. Stanley with excellent champagne and claret , while

some of their pupils, among whom they had formed a brass band .

amused them with instrumental music and French songs.

He divided his expedition into five caravans , the first of which he

started off on the 18th of February , although it was not till March 21st

that he with the largest was able to commence his journey westward.

Altogether the expedition numbered on the day of departure, besides

the commander and his two white attendants, twenty -three soldiers, four
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chiefs, one hundred and fifty -three carriers, and four supernumeraries.

Every possible care had been bestowed on the outfit, and in nothing that

it needed was it stinted . Bombay proved to be honest and trustworthy,

wwhile Ferajji and Mabruki turned out true men and staunch , the latter, on

one occasion, finding a difficulty in dragging the cart, having brought it

along on his head rather than abandon it . The facility with which the

natives carry heavy loads on their heads is described by Stanley . On

one occasion he was waiting for Shaw, who was leading a caravan

with supplies. Food being scarce in the camp, and Shaw not arriving,

he sent a message to him , requiring him to come on with all the speed

he could ; but time passed , and the caravan arrived not. Stanley then

set out to meet it, and thus describes Shaw's order of march : - " Stout,

burley Chowereh carried the cart on his head, having found that carrying

it was easier than drawing it . The sight was such a damper to my

regard for it as an experiment , that the cart was wheeled into the

reeds and there left. The central figure was Shaw himself, riding at a

gait which rendered it doubtful whether he or his animal felt most sleepy.

Upon expostulating with him for keeping the caravan so long waiting

when there was a march on hand, he said he had done the best he could,

but as I had seen the solemn pace at which he rode , I felt dubious about

his best endeavors , and requested him, if he could not mend his pace, to

dismount and permit the donkey to be loaded for the march.”

Perils and Difficulties.

Thus delays, obstacles and risks are sure to meet one who undertakes

a land journey in intertropical Africa . There is no longer, as in the

desert, the peril of death from thirst or starvation ; for the country

abounds in game, and the course does not throughout lie through inter

minable swamp, as in the river navigation. But from the very beginning

the explorer is beset with hindrances and annoyances small and great.

An army of porters must be got together, drilled and fed . Like other

Atricans , they are children of impulse, credulous , suspicious, often lying,

cowardly and treacherous. On the slightest provocation they arc seized

with panic, and desert ; or they take advantage of relaxed discipline.

The leader must be possessed of inexhaustible good -humor, and at the

same time be able to prove, when occasion requires, that he is a stern

master. A dove-like demeanor will hardly suit the African explorer ; he

must be wise as a serpent and watchful as a hawk . When at length a

start is made , difficulties accumulate at every step. In a country where

rain falls for ten or eleven months in the year, under a vertical sun , the

growth of vegetation is amazing.
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In the dry season the grass and shrubs are burned far and wide ; but

after a few weeks' rain the new plant- life starts up with incredible quick

ness . The country is covered with an impenetrable jungle of grass ,

reeds, and bamboos. A thick undergrowth starts up below the shade of

the forest trees ; the great stems of the pandanus, the banana, and the

baobab are covered to their tops with a feathery growth of parasitic ferns

and orchids, and festooned with the tough branches of the wild vine and

the liana , and other twining and creeping plants.

The rivers are at their highest mark , and the marshes are profound

and impassable. The native villages are almost smothered under the

dark luxuriance of plant -life , and lions and other beasts of prey can creep

up unseen to the very doors of the huts . The whole country , in short,

becomes a tangled brake, with only here and there an open space , or a

rough track marking where the heavy body of an elephant, a rhinoceros,

or a buffalo has crushed a way through the high grass. The fact that

there is “ a lion in the way ”-much more an elephant-is an incentive

to the traveller to push on.

A Dangerous Beast.

The rhinoceros especially is a monster that no traveller would wish to

meet, and renders exploration in some parts of Africa perilous in the

extreme. Graphic accounts of the deadly exploits of this ferocious

brute are given by all who have penetrated far into the wilds of the Dark

Continent.

The largest of the rhinoceros family is he of Africa, the square-nosed

white rhinoceros. A full -grown brute of his species will measure

eighteen feet in length (Mr. Galton shot one eighteen feet six inches) ;

the circumference of its broad back and low-hanging belly almost as

much ; while it is sc low on its legs that a tall man a- tiptoe could see across

its back . Attached to its blunt nose - not to the bone, but merely set in

the skin is a horn more or less curved , hard as steel , sharp, and more

than a yard long ; and immediately behind this is a little horn , equally

sharp, and shaped like a hand ! eless extinguisher. Its eyes are marvel

ously little-so little , indeed, that at a short distance they are scarcely to

be seen ; at the same time , however, it should be borne in mind that the

rhinoceros is of nocturna, habits; and , as it is with all such animals, by

daylight the eyes are seldom seen to full advantage.

Its ears are long , pointed , and tipped with a few bristles ; these and a

scrubby tassel at the extremity of its tail comprise the whole of its hirsute

appendages. His sense of hearing and smell are wonderfully acute.

Andersson says, “ I have had frequent opportunities of testing both these
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qualities . Even when feeding, lying down , or obeying any passing

demand of nature, he will listen with a deep and continued attention

until the noise that has attracted his attention wases . He ' winds ' an

enemy from a very great distance ; but if one be to leeward of him it is

not difficult to approach within a few paces."

A Monster Fleet as a Gazelle.

Hunters universally agree as to the wonderful swiftness of this ponder

ous brute. Says Gordon Cumming, “ A horse and rider can rarely

manage to overtake it ;" and Captain Harris echoes , “ From its clumsy

appearance one would never suppose it capable of such lightning -like

movements.” " He is not often pursued on horseback , " says Andersson ,

who , without doubt, knows more of the animal than any other European,

" and chiefly because his speed and endurance are such that it is very

difficuit to come up with and follow him , to say nothing of the danger

attendant on such a course . Many a hunter, indeed , has thereby en

dangered his life .”

Should the lion and rhinoceros meet, the former allows the latter a

wide berth , and the huge elephant yields to him the path rather than

risk a battle. Occasionally, however, the peaceful giant of the forest will

jose ali patience with his quarrelsome neighbor, and screw up his cour

age “ to have it out ” with him . But the extra strength of the elephant

does not sufficiently compensate for his cumbrous gait , and the swift and

sudden movement of keitloa gives him an immense advantage. A cele

brated African sportsman once witnessed such a battle at Omanbonde,

but in this instance the impetuous rage of the rhinoceros proved his

downfall; for, having driven his terrible horn up to the hilt into the car

cass of the elephant, he was unable to extricate it, and the latter, falling

dead of his wound , crushed out the life of his assailant in his descent.

Mr. Andersson once witnessed a fight between a gigantic bull elephant

and a black rhinoceros, and in the end the former turned tail and ran for

his life.

That he will not allow his passion for war to be hampered by the ties

of blood and kindred, is proved by the same gentleman. “ One night,

while at the skarm ” ( a circular wall, built of rough stone, loosely piled

on each other) . " I saw four of these huge beasts engage each other at

the same time ; and so furious was the strife, and their gruntings so hor

rible, that it caused the greatest consternation among my party , who

were encamped a little way off. I succeeded after awhile in killing two

of them , one of which was actually unfit for food, from wounds received

on previous occasions, and probably under similar circumstances. "
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at once.

The rhinoceros's best friend, and the rhinoceros hunter's most tiresome

ene.ny, is a little bird , vulgarly known as the rhinoceros bird. It con

stantly attends on the huge beast , feeding on the ticks that infest its hide,

the bird's long claws and elastic tail enabling it to hold fast to whatever

portion of the animal it fancies. If it rendered the rhinoceros no further

service than ridding him of these biting pests , it would deserve his grati

tude ; but , in addition, it does him the favor of warning him of the ap

proach of the hunter. With its ears as busy as its beak, the little senti

nel detects danger afar off, and at once shoots up into the air, uttering a

sharp and peculiar note, which the rhinoceros is not slow to understand

and take advantage of ; he doesn't wait to make inquiry, but makes off

Cumming asserts that when the rhinoceros is asleep, and the

bird fails to wake him with its voice , it will peck the inside of his ears,

and otherwise exert itself to rouse its thick -headed friend.

As a rule , the rhinoceros will shun man's presence, and do its best to

escape as soon as the hinnter approaches. Like all other rules, however,

this one is not without exception. In proof of this , Mr. Oswell relates an

adventure in which he was the hunted as well the hunter, barely escaping

with his life. One day, while returning to camp on foot, he saw , at a

short distance off, two rhinoceroses of the terrible keitloa species ap

proaching him as they grazed . He says : “ I immediately crouched , and

quietly awaited their arrival ; but though they soon came within range,

from their constantly facing me I was unable to fire, well knowing the

uselessness of a shot at the head. In a short time they had approached ,

but on account of the exposed nature of the ground I could neither

retreat nor advance , and my situation became highly critical.

Scarred for Life .

“ I was afraid to fire, for even had I succeeded in killing one , the other

would in all likelihood have run over and trampled me to death . In this

dilemma it suddenly occurred to me that on account of their bad sight I

might possibly save myself by endeavoring to run past them. No time

was to be lost, and accordingly, just as the leading animal almost touched

me , I stood up and dashed past it. The brute, however, was too quick

for me, and before I had made many good paces I heard a violent snort

ing at my heels , and had only time to fire my gun at random at his head

w’ien I felt myself impaled on his horn.

“ The shock stunned me completely. The first return to consciousness

was, I recollect, finding myself seated on one of my ponies, and a Caffre

leading it. I had an indistinct notion of having been hunting, and on

observing the man I asked quickly why he was not following the track
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of the animal, when he mumbled something to the effect that it was

gone. By accident I touched my right hip with my hand , and on with

drawing it was astounded to find it clotted with blood ; yet my senses

were still so confused, and the side so benumbed, that I actually kept

feeling and pressing the wound with my fingers. While trying to

account for my strange position , I observed some of my men coming

toward me with a cart, and on asking them what they were about, they

cried out that they had come to fetch my body, having been told that I

had been killed by some animal . The truth now for the first time broke

upon me, and I was quickly made aware of my crippled condition. The

wound I had received was of a very serious character, and although it

ultimately healed, it left scars behind which will no doubt remain till the

day of my death . "

This was not the only opportunity Mr. Oswell had of testing the un

flinching courage occasionally exhibited by the rhinoceros. Once as,

mounted on a first- rate horse , he was returning from an elephant hunt,

he saw in the distance a magnificent white rhinoceros, bearing a horn of

unusual size. Without a thought as to the danger of the proceeding, he

spurred his steed , and was speedily neck and neck with his game.

Instantly the deadly gun was leveled, and a bullet lodged in the thick

skinned carcase . Not fatally, however ; and, worse than all, instead of

" bolting ," as is the animal's wont when wounded, it just stood stock-still

for a moment, eyeing the hunter with its vengeful little eyes, and then

deliberately stalking toward him , made a sudden rush at the refractory

steed, and thrust its horn completely through its body, so that the point

of the tremendous weapon struck the rider's leg through the saddle-flap

at the other side. The horse was of course killed on the spot, but

the rider was so little injured that he immediately followed and slew the

rhinoceros.

A Powerful Foe.

Innumerable instances of dangerous encounters with wild animals

might be mentioned, to show the perils that constantly beset the path of

Stanley Kingston relates an adventure of this description.

“ Once more,” he says, “ the trumpeting burst forth , the sounds echo

ing through the forest. A minute afterwards I heard the crashing of

boughs and brushwood some way off. I guessed , as I listened , that the

animal was coming towards where I lay. The sounds increased in loud

ness. Should it discover me it would probably revenge itself by crushing

me to death , or tossing me in the air with its trunk . I had my riffe ready

to fire. There was a chance that I might kill it or make it turn aside.

19
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The ground where I lay sloped gradually downwards to a more open

spot. I expected the next instant that the elephant would appear. It did

so , but further off than I thought it would, and I thus began to hope that

I should escape its notice. It was moving slowly , though trumpeting

with pain and rage.

The instant I caught sight of it another huge creature sushed out of

the thicket on the opposite side of the glade. It was a huge bull

rhinoceros with a couple of sharp-pointed horns, one behind the other.

“ The elephant on seeing it stopped still, as if wishing to avoid a con:

test with so powerful an antagonist. I fully expected to witness a long

and terrible fight, and feared that , in the struggle , the animals might

move towards where I lay and crush me. That the elephant was wounded

I could see by the blood streaming down its neck. This probably made

it less inclined to engage in a battle with the rhinoceros. Instead of

advancing, it stood whisking its trunk about and trumpeting. The

rhinoceros , on the contrary , after regarding it for a moment, rushed fear.

lessly forward and drove its sharp -pointed horns into its body while it in

vain attempted to defend itself with its trunk.

he two creatures were now locked together in a way which made it

sem impossible for them to separate , unless the horns of the rhinoceros

were broken off. Never did I witness a more furious fight. The ele

phant attempted to throw itself down on the head of its antagonist, and

thereby only drove the horns deeper into its own body. So interested

was I , that I forgot the pain I was suffering, while I could hear no other

sounds than those produced by the two huge combatants. While I was

watching them , I felt a hand on my shoulder, and saw one of our party

standing over me.

“ I am sorry you have met with this accident !' he exclaimed. The

sooner you get away from this the better. There is a safer spot a little

higher up the bank. We will carry you there.'

“ I willingly consenting, my friends did as they proposed, as from

thence I could watch the fight with greater security. They, having

placed me in safety , hurried towards the combatants, hoping to kill both

of them before they separated .

“ The Huge Creature Fell Over. "

“The elephant, already wounded, appeared likely to succumb without

our further interference . There was indeed little chance of its attempting

to defend itself against them. One of the men sprang forward until he

got close up to the animals, and firing he sent a bullet right through the

elephant's heart. The huge creature fell over, pressing the rhinoceros
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to the ground. As the great beast was now pinned fast and unable to

escape, it was not difficult to dispatch him , and this was quickly done."

W: must return from these conflicts with African wild animals to

follow the thrilling adventures of Mr. Stanley.

The Kinganni river was reached by a bridge rapidly formed witi

American axes, the donkeys refusing to pass through the water. The

country due west of Bagamoyo was found to be covered with towns anu

villages which were previously unknown. Soor. after starting, Omar,

the watch -dog, was missing, when Mabruki, hastening back, found him

at the previous halting -place. One of the caravans at the same place was

2

FE

TE

THE RHINOCEROS DROVE ITS IORNS INTO ITS BODY."

detained by the sickness of three of the carriers, whose place it was neces

sary to supply

Stanley soon had to experience the invariable troubles of African

Travellers . His two horses died within a few hours of each other, both

however, from disease of long standing, and not from the climate . Feu

men were better able to deal with the rogueries of the petty chiefs he

met with than Mr. Stanley. He had always a ready answer, and invari

ably managed to catch them in their own traps , while the “ great master,"

as he was called, managed to keep his subordinates in pretty good

order.
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One of his carriers , Khamisi, under Shaw's command, having ab

sconded, Uledi and Ferajji found him, having fallen into the hands of

3ome plundering Washensi, who were about to kill him . A court of

eight soldiers and eight carriers having been convened , condemned him

ito be flogged with the “ great master's " donkey -whip. As Shaw ought

to have kept a better look out, he was ordered to give him one blow and

the carriers and soldiers the remainder. This being done, the man was

pardoned.

Moving on, the expedition passed Simbamwenni, the fortifications of

which are equal to any met with in Persia. The area of the town is

about half a square mile, while four towers of stone guard each corner.

There are four gates, one in each wall, which are closed with solid square

doors of African teak , and carved with complicated devices. It is ruled

by the daughter of the infamous Kisalungo, notorious as a robber and

kidnapper, another Theodore on a small scale. Before long Stanley was

attacked with fever, which greatly prostrated his strength, though he

quickly recovered by taking strong doses of quinine .

The most painful event which occurred was the flight of Bunda Selim ,

who had been punished for pilſering rations . The men sent after him

were seized and imprisoned by the Sultana of Simbamwenni , and , though

ultimately liberated by the interference of an Arab sheikh, nothing could

be found of the missing cook. Shaw also fell ill , and left the task of urg

ing on the foundering caravan through marshes and rivers to his su

perior. Several of the others followed his example, and even Bombay

complained of pains and became unserviceable.

Misconduct of Attendants.

The report from Farquhar's caravan was most unsatisfactory, he, as far

as Stanley could make out, having lost all his donkeys. The unhappy

man, indeed, he found on overtaking him, was suffering from dropsy.

He had also given to the porters and soldiers no small amount of the

contents of the bales committed to his charge, as payment for the services

he had demanded of them , and in purchasing expensive luxuries. As he

could not walk and was worse than useless, Stanley was obliged to send

the sick man , under the charge of Mabruki , thirty miles away to the

village of Mpwapwa, to the chief of which place he promised an ample

ward if he would take care of him.

Worse than all , the wretched Shaw, after a dispute, during the night

fired into Stanley's tent, too evidently with the intention of killing him .

He found the intended murderer pretending to be asleep, with a gun by

his side yet warm . Unable to deny that he had fired, he declared that in
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dozen plates and the same number of knives and forks, with a couple of

dishes, were divided among six servants. Directly after this work play

was allowed . If the night were moonlight, the girls were summoned,

and dancing commenced. During the day their games were either play

ing at soldiers , or throwing lances at marks.

Thieving was quite unknown among the boys, all of whom were

scrupulously honest. The sugar might be left among them , or even

milk ; but none of the boys I have mentioned would have condescended

to steal. They had been so well instructed and cared for by my wife,

that in many ways they might have been excellent examples for boys of

their class in civilized countries.

The foregoing account of those who composed this new expedition for

the South might be extended Baker gives a very complete description

of it . He advanced to Lobore, after a march full of incident, through a

beautiful country .

Remarkable Rock .

Baker was careful to note everything of interest that transpired along

his journey. Many marvels of nature might be described here , which are

peculiar to the Tropics.

Of course a country so extensive as Africa comprises all varieties of

scenery. There is the beautiful landscape ; there is the broad and flowing

river ; there are the deep marshes and jungles ; and there in some places

are mountains, if not the loftiest in the world , certainly of majestic pro

portions. And one advantage in following the great explorers through

the Dark Continent is that we obtain a definite idea of the general appear

ance of the country and of the geological formations, and we emerge from

this same Dark Continent feeling that we have been in a world of wonders.

In one part of his expedition Baker came upon a very singular rock .

It was a formation very unusual, called by the natives “ table rock .” It

will be seen from the accompanying illustration that the projection of the

table over the pedestal on which it stands is so great that cattle may find

shelter under it . The rock forms a natural protection to man and beast.

This rock was considered so singular that an engraving of it has been

made, and we here reproduce it. It is only one of many marvellous

geological formations belonging to Africa.

An Old Superstition .

This rock must have chanced to fall upon a mass of extremely hard

clay. The wearing away of the sloping surface, caused by the heavy

rains of many centuries, must be equal to the present height of the clay

pedestal, as all the exterior has been washed away, and the level reduced
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The clay pedestal is the original earth, which, having been protected

from the weather by the stone roof, remains intact.

The Baris, says Baker, seemed to have some reverence for this stone ;

and we were told that it was dangerous to sleep beneath it, as many peo

ple who had tried the experiment had died. I believe this superstition is

simply the result of some old legends concerning the death of a person

who may have been killed in his sleep by a stone that probably detached

and fell from the under surface of the slab . I examined the rock care

fully, and found many pieces that gave warning of scaling off. Several

large flakes, each weighing some hundred-weight, lay beneath the table

rock, upon the under surface of which could be distinctly traced the

mould of the slab beneath.

On the March .

At length Baker arrived at Fatiko, where his old enemy, Abou Saood,

again endeavored to annoy him and thwart the expedition. His treachery

was afterwards carried to greater lengths .

On all these marches game of various kinds was found, and many

exciting captures are related. The following thrilling account is given in

Baker's own words :

I had been observing the country for some time from my high station ,

when I suddenly perceived two rhinoceroses emerge from a ravine ; they

walked slowly through a patch of high grass, and skirted the base of the

hill upon which we were standing ; presently they winded something,

and they trotted back and stood concealed in the patch of grass.

Although I had a good view of them from my present position, I knew

that I should not be able to see them in their covert if on the same level;

I therefore determined to send to the tent for my other horses, and to ride

them down if I could not shoot them on foot; accordingly, I sent a man

off, directing him to lead the horse I had been riding from the peak and

to secure him to a tree at the foot of the hill , as I was afraid the rhinoce

ros might observe the horse upon the sky line . This he did, and we saw

him tie the horse by the bridle to the branch of a tree below us, while he

ran quickly towards the camp.

In the meantime I watched the rhinoceroses; both animals laid down

in the yellow grass, resembling masses of stone . They had not been

long in this position before we noticed two pigs wandering through the

grass directly to windward, toward the sleeping rhinosceroses ; in an instant

these animals winded the intruders, and starting up they looked in all

directions but could not see them , as they were concealed by the high

grass.
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Having been thus disturbed, the rhinosceroses moved their quarters

and walked slowly forward, occasionally halting and listening ; one was

about a hundred yards in advance of the other. They were taking a

direction at the base of the hill that would lead them directly upon the spot

where my horse was tied to the tree. I observed this to one of my men,

as I feared they would kill the horse . “ Oh , no , ” he replied , “ they will lie

down and sleep beneath the first tree, as they are seeking for shade — the

sun is like fire. "

The Rhinoceros Attacks the Horse.

However, they still continued their advance , and upon reaching some

rising ground, the leading rhinoceros halted, and I felt sure that he had

a clear view of the horse , that was now about five hundred yards distant,

tied to the tree. A ridge descended to the hill , parallel with the course

the animals were taking ; upon this I ran as quickly as the stony slope

permitted, keeping my eye fixed upon the leading rhinoceros, which , with

his head raised , was advancing directly towards the horse. I now felt

convinced that he intended to attack it. The horse did not observe the

rhinoceros , but was quietly standing beneath the tree. I ran as fast as I

was able, and reached the bottom of the hill just as the willful brute was

within fifty yards of the horse , which now for the first time saw the

approaching danger ; the rhinoceros had been advancing steadily at a

walk, but he now lowered his head and charged at the horse at full speed.

I was about two hundred yards distant , and for the moment I was

afraid of shooting the horse , but I fired one of my rifles, and the bullet,miss

ing the rhinoceros, dashed the sand and stones into his face as it struck

the ground exactly before his nose, when he appeared to be just into the

unfortunate horse. The horse in the same instant reared, and breaking

the bridle , dashed away in the direction of the camp, while the rhinoceros,

astonished at the shot, and most likely half blinded by the sand and

splinters of rock , threw up his head, turned round, and trotted back upon

the track by which he had arrived. He passed me about a hundred

yards distant, as I had run forward to a bush, by which he trotted with

his head raised , seeking for the cause of his discomfiture.

Reeling to and Fro.”

Crack ! went a bullet against his hide, as I fired my remaining barrel

at his shoulder ; he cocked his tail , and for a few yards charged towards

the shot ; but he suddenly changed his course and ran round several

times in a small circle ; he then halted , and reeling to and fro, retreated

very slowly, and laid down about a hundred yards off. I knew that he

had his quietus , but I was determined to bag his companion, which in
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alarm had now joined him and stood looking in all quarters for the sidurce

of danger; but we were well concealed behind the bush .
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Presently, the wounded rhinoceros stood up, and walking very siowiy,

followed by his comrade, he crossed a portion of rising ground at the
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base of the hill , and both animals disappeared. I at once started off

one of my men, who could run like an antelope, in search of the horse,

while I despatched another man to the summit of the peak to see if the

rhinoceroses were in view ; if not, I knew they must be among the small

trees and bushes at the foot of the hill . I thus waited for a long time,

until at length the two greys arrived with my messenger from the camp.

I tightened the girths of the Arab saddle , and had just mounted, cursing

all Arab stirrups , that are only made for the naked big toe, when my

eyes were gladdened by the sight , of my favorite animal cantering

towards me, but from the exact direction the rhinoceroses had taken .

“ Quick ! quick !" cried the rider, “ come along ! One rhinoceros is

lying dead close by, and the other is standing beneath a tree not far off.”

I immediately started , found the rhinoceros lying dead about two

hundred yards from the spot where he had received the shot, and I

immediately perceived the companion standing beneath a small tree . The

ground was firm and stony, and all the grass had been burnt off except

in a few small patches ; the trees were not so thick together as to form a .

regular jungle.

“ The Rhinoceros Lay Kicking on the Ground.”

The rhinoceros saw us directly , and valiantly stood and faced me as I

rode up within fifty yards of him. I was unable to take a shot in this

position, therefore I ordered the men to ride round a half-circle, as I knew

the rhinoceros would turn towards the white horses and thus expose his

flank ; this he did immediately, and firing well , exactly at the shoulder,

I dropped him as though stone dead. The rhinoceros lay kicking upon

the ground, and I thought he was bagged. Not a bit of it ! the bullet

had not force to break the massive shoulder-bone, but had merely

paralyzed it for the moment ; up he jumped and started off in full gallop.

Now for a hunt ! up the hill he started , then obliquely ; choosing a

regular rhinoceros path , he scudded away, my horse answering to the

spur and closing with him ; through the trees , now down the hill over

the loose rocks , where he gained considerably upon the horse . I took

a pull at the reins until I reached the level ground beneath , which was

firm and first -rate . This gave me just the advantage I needed for suc:

cesstul operations.

I saw the rhinoceros pelting away about a hundred and twenty yards

ahead, and spurring hard, 1 shot up to him at full speed until within

twenty yards , when round he came with astonishing quickness and

charged straight at the horse . I was prepared for this, as was my horse

also ; we avoided him by a quick turn, and again renewed the chase, and
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regained our position within a few yards of the game. Thus the hunt

continued for about a mile and a half, the rhinoceros occasionally charg

ing , but always cleverly avoided by the horse, which seemed to enjoy the

fun , and hunted like a greyhound. Nevertheless I had not been able to

pass the rhinoceros ; he had thundered along at a tremendous pace when

ever I had attempted to close ; however, the pace began to tell upon his

wounded shoulder ; he evidently went lame , and as I observed at some

distance before us the commencement of the dark-colored rotten ground,

I felt sure that it would shortly be a case of “ stand still.” In this I was

correct, and upon reaching the deep and crumbling soil , he turned sharp

around , made a clumsy charge that I easily avoided , and stood panting at

bay. One of my men was riding a very timid horse which was utterly

useless as a hunter, but , as it reared and plunged upon seeing the rhi

noceros, that animal immediately turned towards it with the intention of

charging. Riding close to his flank , I fired both barrels of my rifle into

the shoulder; he fell at the shots, and stretching out his legs convulsively,

he died immediately.

This was a capital termination to the hunt , as I had expected the death

of my good horse, when the first rhinoceros had so nearly horned him.

The sun was like a furnace, therefore I rode straight to camp and sent

men and camels for the hides and flesh . As I passed the body of the

first rhinoceros , I found a regiment of vultures already collected around it.

Arrival in Unyoro.

Passing on, Baker reached Masindi, in Unyoro. The king was visited ,

and he expressed pleasure at Baker's arrival. He also gave accounts of

the bad behavior of Abou Saood. The king is described as an " undig

nified lout of twenty years of age, who thought himself a great monarch ."

He turned out a spy, and was evidently not to be trusted. The natives

were suspicious , Abou Saood treacherous , and the position in Masindi

was becoming more strained . However, Unyoro was annexed to the

Khedive's dominions with some ceremony ; but after a while , some poi

soned plantain cider having been sent as a present, and nearly proved

tatai to many, Baker prepared for resistance. But ere he could lay his

plans, the natives suddenly rose, and a fierce conflict ensued.

The battle lasted an hour and a quarter : the natives were defeated,

their capital destroyed . Baker lost several men, and his valued servant

Mansoor amongst them. The march was continued to Foweera, on the

Victoria Nile, fighting all the time ; and while at that place Baker heard

how Abou Saood had planned the attack and the poisoning at Masindi.

Until January, 1873 , Baker and his brave wife remained in the country,
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using severe discipline ; but at last peace and prosperity were estab

lished.

Abou Saood was put in irons and sent to Cairo ; but he was set free

to trouble Colonel " Chinese " Gordon, who succeeded Baker, and whose

expedition resulted in important consequences to Central Africa .

Colonel Gordon reached Khartoum in March , 1874, and met the same

" sudd, ” or vegetable obstruction , on the White Nile . The dam broke,

and carried ships and animals for miles. The scene is described as ter

rific . Gordon quickly reached Gondokoro after this. He was accom

panied by Geori , an Italian ; Colonel Mason, Purdy Bey, and Colonel

Long, Americans. Visits were made, and geographical observations

and discoveries pursued. Darfour was conquered , and its cruel blind

Tuler made captive. Gordon returned to England in 1879, and went to

India. When, in 1884, on the point of proceeding to the Congo for the

International Association , he was dispatched by the Liberal Govern

ment to pacify the Soudan . Hostilities were excited against himn and he

Tost his life, a brave hero to the last.

For a long time there was a vast amount of speculation concerning

Gordon's fate . The difficulty of obtaining news from the Soudan pre

vented the outside world from arriving at a definite conclusion as to

whether he had been murdered or was still living, The miraculous

escapes he had already experienced , the wonderful nerve and resolution

characterizing him , the charmed life he had hitherto lived , overcoming

all obstacles, escaping from all plots , and proving himself apparently

superior to death itself, threw around him such an almost superhuman

character that it was believed he must still be living , although news came

of his death. Slowly the world was compelled to accept the unwelcome

intelligence that the great hero of the Soudan, the most marvelous fig

ure standing against the sky of the Orient, had fallen before the spears

of his foes.

34
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they can , by open violence . They always demand more tribute than

they expect to get , and generally use threats as a means of extortion.

One of their chiefs, the Lion-Claw, was very troublesome, sending back

the presents which had been made him, and threatening dire vengeance

if his demands were not complied with . Further on , Monkey's - Tail,

another chief, demanded more tribute ; but Speke sent word that he

should smell his powder if he came for it ; and , exhibiting the marks

manship of his men , Monkey's-Tail thought better of it, and got nothing

Excessive Politeness to Women.

The people, though somewhat short, are not bad-looking. Though

their dress is limited , they adorn themselves with shells, pieces of tin,

and beads, and rub their bodies with red clay and oil , till their skins

appear like new copper. Their hair is wooly, and they twist it into a

number of tufts, each of which is elongated by the fibres of bark. They

have one good quality , not general in Africa : the men treat the women

with much attention , dressing their hair for them, and escorting them to

the water, lest any harm should befall them.

Kidunda was soon reached . Hence the Belooch escort was sent back

the next day, with the specimens of natural history which had been col

lected . Proceeding along the Kinganni River they reached the country

of the Usagara, a miserable race , who, to avoid the slave-hunters , build

their villages on the tops of hills , and cultivate only just as much land

among them as will supply their wants . ' Directly a caravan appears,

they take to flight and hide themselves, never attempting resistance if

overtaken . Their only dress consists of a strip of cloth round the

waist.

Captain Grant was here seized with fever, and the sickness of the Hot

tentots much increased . A long day's march from the hilly Usagara

country led the party into the comparatively level land of Ugogo. Food

was scarce , the inhabitants living on the seed of the calabash to save

their stores of grain .

The country has a wild aspect, well in keeping with the natives who

occupy it. The men never appeared without their spears and shields.

They are fond of ornaments , the ordinary one being a tube of gourd

thrust through the lower lobe of the ear. Their color is somewhat like

that of a rich plum . Impulsive and avaricious , they forced their way into

the camp to obtain gifts, and thronged the road as the travellers passed by,

jeering, quizzing, and pointing at them.

Later they encamped on the eastern border of the largest clearing in

Ugogo, called Kanyenye, stacking their loads beneath a large gouty
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limbed tree . Here eight of the Wanyamuezi porters absconded , carry

ing off their loads , accompanied by two Wagogo boys .

Speke went to shoot a hippopotamus at night. Having killed one , two

more approached in a stealthy, fidgety way. Stepping out from his

shelter, with the two boys carrying his second rifle, he planted a ball in

the largest, which brought him round with a roar in the best position for

receiving a second shot ; but, on turning round to take his spare rifle ,

Speke found that the black boys had scrambled off like monkeys up a

tree, while the hippopotamus, fortunately for him, shuffled away without

charging

He hurried back to let his people know that there was food for them,

that they might take possession of it before the hungry Wagogo could

find it. Before, however, they had got the skin off the beast, the natives

assembled like vultures , and began fighting the men. The scene , though

grotesque, was savage and disgusting in the extreme ; they fell to work

with swords and hatchets, cutting and slashing , thumping and bawling,

up to their knees in the middle of the carcass . When a tempting morsel

was obtained by one, a stronger would seize it and bear off the prize

right was now might. Fortunately no fight took place between the

travellers and the villagers . The latter, covered with blood, were seen

scampering home, each with a part of the spoil .

Hunter Tossed Skyward .

A dangerous brute to encounter is the rhinoceros. He is ferocious,

swift, strong , with a very tough hide , and whether his foe is man or beast,

he is not likely to come out second best in a combat. The following

account of what befel a party of travellers will show the fury of this

Tropical brute.

The narrator says : “ As meat was wanted , several of the party pro

posed to set off at an early hour to bring in some from the animals we

had killed. As I did not like to be left behind, I begged to be allowed

to mount a horse and to ride with them . I should have been wiser to

have remained quietly at the camp, but I wanted to revisit the scene of

our encounter the previous day. Several of the blacks followed behind, who

were to be loaded with our spoils. As we neared the spot, I heard my friends

exclaiming in various tones : Where is it ? What has become of the

creature ? ' and, pushing forward, I caught sight of the elephant and the

dead lion at a distance, but nowhere was the rhinoceros to be seen.

It was very evident that it could not have been killed as we had sup

posed, and that, having only been stunned, it, at length , recovered itself,

and had made off.
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“Toko, one of the party , cried out that he had discovered its trail,

and I saw him hurrying forward, evidently hoping to find the creature .

The other blacks meanwhile set to work to cut out the tusks, and select

a few slices off such parts of the body as were most to their taste, includ

ing the feet, the value of which we knew from experience.

| 3 ,

“ THE ANIMAL SENT HIM INTO THE AIR .”

* While they were thus occupied , my three white friends were busy in

Maying the lion. I kept my eye on Toko, expecting that, should he dis

cover the rhinoceros , he would summon some of the party to his assist

ance . I saw him look suspiciously into a thicket, then he turned to fly.

The next moment a huge beast rushed out, which I had no doubt was

the rhinoceros we fancied that we had killed on the previous day . Toko
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made for a tree behind which he could shelter himself. I called to my

friends to draw their attention to the danger in which he was placed , but

to my dismay before he couid reach the tree the rhinoceros was upon

him. There was no time to leap either to the one side or the other, but

as the animal's sharp horn was about to transfix him , he made a spring

as if to avoid it , but he was not in time , and the animal, throwing up his

head, sent him and his rifle floating into the air to the height of several feet

“ The rhinoceros then charged on towards the men cutting up the

elephant, when my uncle and his companions, having seized their rifles,

began blazing away at it . Fortunately, one of their shots took effect,

and before it had reached the blacks , down it sank to the ground.

“ I had ridden up to the native , expecting to find every bone in his

body broken. As I approached, to my satisfaction , I saw him get up :

and though he limped somewhat, after shaking himself and picking up

his rifle, he declared that he was not much the worse for the fearful toss

he had received , and was as ready as ever for work .

“ He soon rejoined the rest of the men , and assisted in packing the

oxen with the tusks and meat. Some of the flesh of the rhinoceros was

also cut off, and with the lion-skin packed up. Rhinoceros meat, though

tough , is of good flavor. The portions we carried off were from the

upper part of the shoulder and from the ribs , where we found the fat and

lean regularly striped to the depth of two inches . Some of the skin was

also taken for the purpose of making some fresh ox -whips. We of

course carried away the horns, which are about half the value of ivory.

Altogether, the adventure which at one time appeared likely to prove so

disastrous, afforded us no small amount of booty .”

An Extraordinary Animal.

The following description of the rhinoceros, as seen by Speke and

Grant , may appropriately be given here :

Both varieties of the African black rhinoceros are extremely fierce and

dangerous, and rush headlong and unprovoked at any object which

attracts their attention . They never attain much fat, and their flesh is

tough , and not much esteemed . Their food consists almost entirely of the

thorny branches of the " wait- a -bit ” thorns. Their horns are much shorter

than those of the other varieties , seldom exceeding eighteen inches in

length. They are finely polished by constant rubbing against the trees.

The skull is remarkably formed , its most striking feature being the tre

mendous, thick ossification in which it ends above the nostrils. It is on

this mass that the horn is supported. The horns are not connected with

the skull , being attached merely by the skin, and they may thus be sep
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arated from the head by means of a sharp knife. They are hard , and

perfectly solid throughout, and are a fine material for various articles,

such as drinking -cups, mallets for rifles, and handles for turners' tools.

The horn is capable of a very high polish .

The eyes of the rhinoceros are small and sparkling, but do not readily

observe the hunter, provided he keep to leeward of them . The skin is

extremely thick , and only to be penetrated with bullets hardened with

solder. During the day, the rhinoceros will be found lying asleep, or

standing indolently in some retired part of the forest, or under the base

of the mountains, sheltered from the power of the sun by some friendly

grove ofumbrella-topped mimosas. In the evening they commence their

nightly ramble , and wander over a great extent of country . They usually

visit the fountains between the hours of nine and twelve o'clock at

night, and it is on these occasions that they may be most successfully

hunted , and with the least danger.

The black rhinoceros is subject to paroxysms of unprovoked fury, often

plowing up the ground for several yards with its horn , and assaulting

large bushes in the most violent manner. On these bushes they work for

hours with their horns, at the same time snorting and blowing loudly ;

nor do they leave them in general until they have broken them into

pieces. All the four varieties delight to roll and wallow in the mud, with

which their rugged hides are generally encrusted.

A Match for the Swiftest Horse .

Both varieties of the black rhinoceros are much smaller and more

active than the white, and are so swift that a horse with a rider on its

back can rarely overtake them, yet they are often hunted with horses.

Both attain an enormous size , being the animals next in magnitude to the

-elephant. They feed solely on grass , carry much fat, and their flesh is

excellent, being preferable to beef. They are of a much milder and more

inoffensive disposition than the black rhinoceros , rarely charging their

pursuer. Their speed is very inferior to that of the other varieties.

If we examine the skull of a rhinoceros , we shall find that just under the

place where the root of the horn lies , there is a peculiar development of

the bone on which the weight of the horn rests. Now, it is well known

that of all forms intended to support great weight, the arch is the strong.

est. Such , then , is the form of the bone which supports the horn ; and

in order to prevent the jar on the brain which would probably injure the

animal when making violent strokes with the horn, one side of the arch is

left unsupported by its pillar ; so that the whole apparatus presents the

appearance of a strong bony spring, which , although very powerful, would
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yield sufficiently on receiving a blow to guard the animal from the shock

which would occur, were the horn to be placed directly on the skull.
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Such a structure as this is not needed in the case of the elephant, as that

animal never strikes violently with its tusks , as the rhinoceros does with

its horn .
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That such is the intention of the structure is well shown by a curious

circumstance that took place during a rhinoceros-hunt, and which shows

that the animal can suffer severely from a blow on the horn , if that blow

is given in a different method from that which the creature is in the habit

of enduring.

A Hot Pursuit.

Some hunters were engaged in the pursuit of the rhinoceros, and

had roused one of the animals from the thicket in which it was

engaged in rubbing itself against the trees , after the usual fashion of the

creature .

The skin, although thick, is very sensitive between the folds, and suffers

much from the attacks of the mosquitoes and flies. The rhinoceros, to

allay the irritation, rubs against trees , and has a curious custom of grunting

loudly while performing this operation, and thus guides the hunter to its

place of refuge. They are thus enabled to steal through the underwood

unperceived, as the animal is too much engaged rubbing his sides to pay

any attention to sounds which would at any other time send him off in

alarm. By crawling along the ground , after the manner of serpents, they

generally contrive to inflict a mortal wound before he is aware of their

presence.

In the present case , the hunters were endeavoring to act in the same

manner, but the intended victim became alarmed, broke through the wood ,

and made the best of his way towards a large cane-brake about two miles

distant. The whole party pursued him , and the poor animal was speedily

overtaken .

The number and severity of the wounds appear to have confused his

brain , for instead of keeping his straight course towards the canes, he

turned off short, and dashed into a narrow gully without any exit. The

ravine was so narrow that he broke to pieces many of the protruding

spears as he rushed in , and when he had fairly entered, there was barely

room to turn . The assailants now had it all their own way, and one of

them standing on the brink of the ravine took aim at his head, and

stretched him on the ground apparently lifeless. But scarcely had they

done this when the animal recovered from his wound, and struggled

upon his knees. Out went the hunters as fast as they could, and had it

not been for the presence of mind of one of them, who hamstrung the

rhinoceros before he ran away, in all probability several of the men would

have forfeited their lives .

Curiosity induced the hunters to search for the wound that had thus

stunned the animal, and they naturally expected to find the track of a
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ball through the brain , or, at all events, a wound on the skull ; but after

some search , they found that the ball had only struck the point of the

foremost horn, and had carried off about an inch of it .

This is a very curious circumstance, because the blow was a compara

tively slight one, and the shocks which the animal inflicts upon itself in

the daily occurrences of life must be very severe indeed. But the whole

structure of the head and horn is intended to resist heavy blows, while it

is not capable of sustaining a sharp, smart shock without conveying the

impression to the brain .

Interesting Brutes.

About a hundred and fifty years ago, one of these big beasts was

brought to London from Bengal. He was a very costly animal ; though

only two years old five thousand dollars were expended in providing him

with food and drink. Every day he ate seven pounds of rice mixed with

three pounds of sugar, divided into three portions. He also ate plenti

fully of hay, but he much preferred fresh vegetables, grass and herbs.

He drank a great deal of water. He was so quiet and well-behaved

that he let people handle him , unless he was annoyed, or wanted his

breakfast. The well-known specimen in the Zoological Gardens in

London couldn't bear the noise of the roller used in keeping the gravel

pathway in order which adjoined his den ; his hearing was very quick ,

so that even while enjoying his dinner he stopped , and started aside, to

listen .

Bingley gives the following account of a rhinoceros brought to Eng

land in 1790. It was then about five years old . It was somewhat

tamed ; it would walk about when desired to do so by its keeper ; it

would let visitors pat its back. Its daily allowance was twenty - eight

pounds of clover, the same quantity of ship biscuit, and an enormous

amount of greens. It was fond of sweet wines , and would drink four or

five bottles in a few hours. He made nothing of drinking fifteen pails of

water in the course of a day . If he saw a person with fruit or any food

that he was fond of, he would ask for a share, in a very pretty manner

for so huge a beast, making a noise somewhat like the bleating of a calf.

He died of inflammation, caused by slipping the joint of one of his fore

legs . Some doctors made openings in his skin , in order to relieve his

pain . These were always found quite healed up in the course of twenty

four hours.

There is no doubt that the elephant and rhinoceros sometimes fight to

gether madly, when they are in a wild state. Some years ago there was

a specimen in the Regent's Park Gardens, that contrived to get into the
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den of an old elephant there. They were afterwards the best friends in

the world , and it was amusing to see how quiet the rhinoceros would

stand while his great friend scrubbed his back with his trunk , and occa

sionally gratified himself by a sly pull at his tail, to make the rhinoceros

turn his head , if his attention was taken off by visitors.

We have said that the horn is not fastened to the skull , but simply

connected with his skin . It is not generally known that it can be removed

by passing a sharp knife round its base . The skin is so strong and thick ,

that it can only be pierced by bullets of a peculiar make. The Negroes

of Africa know this perfectly well , and make it into shields and bucklers.

His playful antics are somewhat useful; thus he will poke his horn into

PUT TO FLIGHT BY A SUDDEN CHARGE.

the ground , and then driving it along at a great rate, pushing with all his

mighty force and strength , he will make a furrow broader and deeper

than that of a plough . Those who have watched his habits tell us that

he does this , not because he is in a passion , but in the pure enjoyment

of health and spirits ; just as when a little boy or girl, or dog or kitten

scampers about a lawn .

Some species of this animal are wild, and can be easily tamed ; the

powerful Indian rhinoceros is the shyest , and the double-horned the

wildest. Mason , in his work , entitled " Burmah,” remarked that the

common single-horned rhinoceros is very abundant. The double-horned

is not uncommon in the southern provinces ; and then he alludes to the
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ball ;

fire -eater of the Burmans, as distinguished from the common single

horned kind . The fire-eating rhinoceros , he tells us, is so called from

its attacking the night fires of travellers , scattering the burning embers,

and doing other mischief, being attracted by unusual noises, instead of

fleeing from them as most wild animals do. Professor Oldham's camp

fire was attacked by a rhinoceros , which he fired at with a two-ounce

and three days afterwards the body was found, and proved to be of

the two -horned species . The skull of that individual is now in the mus

eum of Trinity College, Dublin. The commonest of the African rhinoc

eroses has been known to manifest the same propensity , and so has even :

the ordinary American tapir. In general , however, the Asiatic two

horned rhinoceros is an exceedingly shy and timid animal, and one of

the largest size has been seen to run away from a single wild dog.

The Explorers Meet a Rogue.

Returning to our narrative of Speke and Grant, we find that the Sheikh

Magomba did his utmost to detain them , sending his chief, Wazir, in an

apparently friendly manner, to beg that they would live in his palace.

The bait , however, did not take - Speke knew the rogue too well . Next

day the sheikh was too drunk to listen to anyone, and thus day after

day passed by. The time was employed in shooting , and a number of

animals were killed. Magomba, however, induced nearly all of the

porters to decamp, and there was great difficulty in obtaining others to

take their places . An old acquaintance , whom they met in a caravan ,

urged them not to attempt to move, as he thought that it would be

impossible for them to pass through the wilderness depending only on

Speke and Grant's guns for their support .

Still Speke resolved to push on , and most of the men who had deserted

came back . To keep up discipline, one of the porters, who had stolen

seventy -three yards of cloth , which was found in his kit, received three

dozen lashes, and , being found to be a murderer and a bad character, he

was turned out of
camp.

They spent New Year's Day at Round Rock , a village occupied by a

few Wakimbu, who, by their quiet and domestic manners, made them

feel that they were out of the forest. Provisions were now obtained by

sending men to distant villages ; but they were able to supply the camp

with their guns , killing rhinoceros, wild boar, antelope and zebra.

In January they entered Unyamuezi , or the country of the moon,

inferior in size to England , but cut up into numerous petty states. The

name is abreviated to Weezee.

Next day they reached Caze, where Speke had remained long on a
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former visit. His old friend, Musa, came out to meet them , and escorted

them to his “ tembe ," or house, where he invited them to reside till he

could find porters to carry their property to Karague, promising to go

there with them himself. They found here also Sheikh Snay, who with

other Arab merchants, came at once to call on them . Snay told him

that he had an army of four hundred slaves prepared to march against

the chief, Manua Sera , who was constantly attacking and robbing their

caravans. Speke advised him not to make the attempt, as he was likely

to get the worst of it. The other Arab merchant agreed that a treaty of

peace would be better than fighting .

Musa gave him much information about the journey northward, and

promised to supply him with sixty porters from his slave establishment ,

by which arrangement Speke would have a hundred armed men to form

his escort . Musa loudly praised Rumanika, the King of Karague,

through whose dominions the expedition was to pass .

Some time, however, was of necessity spent at Caze in making prepa

rations for the journey, the two travellers employing themselves during it

in gaining information about the country.

African Etiquette .

The Wanyamuezi , among whom they were residing, are a polite race ,

having a complete code of etiquette for receiving friends or strangers ;

drums are beat both on the arrival and departure of great people. When

one chief receives another, he assembles the inhabitants of the village ,

with their drums and musical instruments, which they sound with all

their might, and then dance for his amusement. The drum is used , like

the bugle, on all occasions ; and, when the travellers wished to move , the

drums were beaten as a sign to their porters to take up their burdens.

The women courtesy to their chief, and men clap their hands and bow

themselves. If a woman of inferior rank meets a superior, she drops on

one knee and bows her head ; the superior then places her hand on the

shoulder of the kneeling woman , and they remain in this attitude some

momerts, whispering a few words, after which they rise and talk freely.

The Wanyamuezi , or , as they are familiarly called , the Weezee, are

great traders , and travel to a considerable distance in pursuit of their

business.

When a husband returns from a journey, his favorite wife prepares to

receive him in a peculiar manner. Having put on all her ornaments, to

which she adds a cap of feathers, she proceeds, with her friends, to the

principal wife of the chief, when , the lady coming forth, they all dance

before her, taking care to be thus occupied when the husband makes

85
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his appearance, a band of music playing away and making as much noise

as possible with their instruments .

In February news was brought that Sheikh Snay had carried out his

intention of attacking Manua Sera, whom he found esconced in a house

at Tura. Manua, however, made his escape, when Snay plundered the

whole district , and shot and murdered every one he fell in with, carrying

off a number of slaves. The chief, in consequence, threatened to attack

Caze as soon as the merchants had gone off on their expeditions in

anayi
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DANCING PARTY TO WELCOME A RETURNING HUSBAND .

search of ivory . Soon after this it was reported that Snay and other

Arabs had been killed , as well as a number of slaves. This proved to be

true.

Finding that nothing more could be done at Caze, the travellers,

assembling their caravan , commenced their march northward. At Min

inga they were received by an ivory merchant named Sirboko. Here

one of Sirboko's slaves , who had been chained up, addressed Speke, pit

eously exclaiming : “Oh, my lord, take pity on me ! When I was a

free man , I saw you on the Tanganyika Lake ; my people were there
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attacked by the Watuta, and, being badly wounded, I was left for dead,

when, recovering, I was sold to the Arabs. If you will liberate me, I

will never run away, but serve you faithfully." Touched by this appeal,

Speke obtained the freedom ofthe poor man from his master, and he was

christened Farham, or Joy, and enrolled among the other free men.

The abominable conduct of the Arabs, who persisted in attacking the

natives and devastating the country, placed the travellers in an awkward

position. The Hottentots, too , suffered so much from sickness that , as

the only hope of saving their lives , it was necessary to send them back

to Zanz'bar. Speke therefore found it necessary to return to Caze,

which he reached in May, leaving Grant, who was ill , behind at

Mininga.

Horrid Cannibals.

He here heard of a tribe of cannibals, who, when they cannot get

hurın flesh , give a goat to their neighbors for a dying child, considering

such as the best flesh . They are, however, the only cannibals in that

district.

They were still in the country of the Weezee, of whose curious customs

they had an opportunity of seeing more . Both sexes are inveterate

smokers. They quickly manufacture their pipes of a lump of clay and a

green twig, from which they extract the pith . They all grow tobacco,

the leaves of which they twist up into a thick rope like a hay -band, and

then coil it into a flattened spiral, shaped like a target. They are very

fond of dancing. Meantime, the elders sit on the ground drinking

" pomba .” On one of these occasions the chief, who was present, drank

more “ pomba ” than any of the people.

While the party were thus engaged, two lads , with zebra manes tied

over their heads , and two bark tubes , formed like huge bassoons, in their

hands, leaped into the centre of the dancers, twisting and turning and

blowing their horns in the most extraordinary manner.

women and children , inspired by the sound of the music, on this began

to sing and clap their hands in time.

“ Pomba " is a sort of spirituous liquor, produced from a kind of grain

grown in the country, which is cultivated by women, who nearly entirely

superintend the preparation of the drink.

They received a visit from Sultan Ukulima, of Unyamuezi , a fine hale

old man , who was especially fond of this beverage, drinking it all day

long. He was pleasant enough in manner, and rather amusing when he

happened not to be tipsy. Being fond of a practical joke, he used to

The men,

beg for quinine, which he would mix slyly with “ pomba," and then offer
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it to his courtiers , enjoying the wry faces they made when partaking of

the bitter draught. He used to go round to the houses of his subjects,

inanaging to arrive just as the “ pomba-" brewing was finished , when he

would take a draught, and then go on to the next . He sometimes sucked

it through a reed , just as a sherry cobbler is taken, while one of his

slaves held the jar before him .

How “ Pomba ” is Made.

The women and men do not drink it together. It is the custom

of the ladies to assemble in the house of the sultana, and indulge in it in

her company.

The women , as has been said , are employed in the cultivation

of the grain from which it is made. When it is green , they cut oft

the ears with a knife. These are then conveyed to the village in

baskets , and spread out in the sun to dry. The men next thrash out the

grain with long , thin flails. It is afterwards stacked in the form of corn

ricks, raised from the ground on posts , or sometimes it is secured round

a tall post , which is stuck upright in the ground, swelling out in the

centre somewhat in the shape of a fisherman's float. When required for

use , it is pounded in wooden mortars , and afterwards ground between

two stones .

Speke reached Mininga again , where he found Grant greatly recov

ered. During his absence three villagers had been attacked by a couple

of lions . The men took to flight, and two gained the shelter of their

hut , but the third, just as he was about to enter, was seized by the

monsters and devoured.

Difficulties of all sorts beset them : the chief was obtaining porters;

Musa, too, who pretended to be so friendly, did not keep faith with

them ; but , rather than be delayed , Speke paid the beads demanded , and

once more set off.

At length he obtained a leader with a droll name, which may be

translated the Pig . He had frequently conducted caravans to Karague,

and knew the languages of the country . He proved to be what his

name betokened a remarkably obstinate and stupid fellow .

Speke was still detained by the difficulty of procuring porters, some

being engaged in harvest , while others declared that they feared the

Watuta and other enemies in the districts through which they would

have to pass . An Arab caravan which had followed them was in the

same condition

At length, having obtained a part of the number he required, a camp

was formed at Phunze, where Grant, with Bombay to attend on him
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remained in charge of part of the baggage, while Speke, with the Pig as

his guide and Baraka as his attendant, pushed on ahead. The chiefs of

every district through which they passed demanded tribute , without

which the travellers could not move forward. This caused numberless

provoking delays, as the chiefs were often not content with what was

offered to them .

Early in June he arrived in a district governed by a chief called

Myonga, famed for his extortions and infamous conduct, in consequence

of which no Arabs would pass that way. On approaching his palace,

war -drums were heard in every surrounding village. The Pig went

forward to obtain terms for the caravan to pass by. Myonga replied

that he wished to see a white man , as he had never yet set eyes on one,

PECULIAR AFRICAN BULLOCK .

and would have a residence prepared for him . Speke declined the favor,

but sent Baraka to arrange the tribute. Baraka amused himself, as

usual , for some hours, with firing off volleys of ammunition , and it was

not till evening that the palace drums announced that the tribute had

been settled , consisting of six yards of cloth , some beads , and other

articles. On this Speke immediately gave orders to commence the

march, but two cows had been stolen from the caravan , and the men

declared that they would not proceed without getting them back .

Speke knew that if he remained more cloths would be demanded , and as

soon as the cows arrived he gave them to the villagers .

This raised a mutiny among his men, and the Pig would not show the

way , nor would a single porter lift his locd. Speke would not enter the
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